Microstimulation in auditory cortex provides a substrate for detailed behaviors.
Sensory cortical prostheses have potential to aid people suffering from blindness, deafness and other sensory deficits. However, research to date has shown that sensation thresholds via epicortical stimulation are surprisingly large. These thresholds result in potentially deleterious electrical currents, as well as large activation volumes. Large activation volumes putatively limit the corresponding number of independent stimulation channels in a neural prosthesis. In this study, penetrating stimulation of the auditory cortex was tested for its ability to transmit salient information to behaving rat subjects. Here, we show that subjects that were previously trained to discriminate natural stimuli immediately discriminated different microstimulation cues more accurately and with shorter response latencies than the natural stimuli. Additionally, the cortical microstimulation resulted in a generalization gradient across locations within the cortex. The results demonstrate the efficacy of using closely spaced cortical microstimulation to efficiently transmit highly salient and discriminable information to a behaving subject.